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Housing and Property Chamber 
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First-tier tribun.al for Scotland (Housing and Property Chamber) 

Repairing Standard Enforcement Order (RSEO): Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 
Section 24 

Chamber Ref: FTS/HPC/RP/22/2670 

Property Address: 44/2 Ferry Road Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 4AS ("the 
property") 

The Parties: Miss lwona Pietrzyk, 44/2 Ferry Road Avenue, 
Edinburgh EH4 4AS ("the Applicant") 

Tribunal Members: 

Mrs Sylwia Pienkowska, 9a Duke Street, Edinburgh EH6 
8HG ("the Respondent") 

Mr Mark Thorley (Legal) 
Mr David Godfrey (Ordinary) 

Whereas in terms of their decision dated 27 October 2022 the First-tier 

Tribunal for Scotland (Housing and Property Chamber) ('the tribunal') determined that 

the respondent has failed to comply with the duty imposed by Section 14(1 ){b) of the 

Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 ('The Act') and in particular that the respondent has failed 

to ensure that the house meets the repairing standard with reference to the following 

provisions of section 13 (1 )(a) of the act as amended:-

(a) The structure and exterior of the house (including drains, gutters and external

pipes) are in a reasonable state of repair and in proper working order.

(b) The installation to the house of the supply of water, gas, electricity, and for

sanitation, space heating and heating water are in a reasonable state of repair

and in proper working order.

(c) Any fixtures, fittings and appliances provided by the landlord under the tenancy

are in a reasonable state of repair and in proper working order.

The tribunal now requires the landlord to carry out such work as is necessary for the 

purpose of ensuring that the property concerned meets the repairing standard and that 

any damage caused by the carrying out of any work in terms of this order is made 

good. 
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In particular the tribunal requires the landlord: -

a) To carry out such work as is identified by the respondent's expert in
dampness in terms of the creation of two wall cores in addition to two
humidity extractors being installed within the bedroom and kitchen wall
sections;

b) To provide an efficient source of heat within the lounge area;
c) To replace a thermostat in the hall;
d) To ensure that the main door fits within the doorframe;
e) To ensure the panel separations in the flooring are fixed.

The said works to be undertaken within a period of 28 days from the date of this 
notice. 

The tribunal order that the work specified in this order must be carried out and 
completed by** . 

A landlord, tenant or third party applicant aggrieved by the decision of the tribunal 
may appeal to the Upper Tribunal for Scotland on a point of law only. Before an 
appeal can be made to the Upper Tribunal, the party must first seek permission to 
appeal from the First-tier Tribunal. That party must seek permission to appeal within 
30 days of the date the decision was sent to them. 

Where such an appeal is made, the effect of the decision and of any order is 
suspended until the appeal is abandoned or finally determined by the Upper Tribunal, 
and where the appeal is finally abandoned or finally determined by upholding the 
decision, the decision and any order will be treated as having effect from the day on 
which the appeal is abandoned or so determined. 

Please note that in terms of section 28(1) of the Act, a respondent who, without 
reasonable excuse, fails to comply with a RSEO commits an offence liable on 
summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale. A 
respondent (and that includes any successor in title) also commits an offence if he or 
she enters into a tenancy or occupancy arrangement in relation to a house at any 
time during which a RSEO has effect in relation to that house. This is in terms of 
Section 28(5) of the Act. 

Witness 

E\Lt dD!::l G I &.::orJ Name in Full 

Date 27 October 2022 

Mark Thorley

ChairPerson


